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A new living space that goes beyond means of transportation,

STARIA CAMPER
“STARIA CAMPER”, manufactured based on Hyundai Motor Company’s Staria (US4), is a new living space that goes beyond means of transportation.

With expandable living space and high-end amenities for camping, it provides a pleasant and relaxing experience without worrying about long trips.
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The spacious 11-seater interior space and fully automatic POP-UP ROOF system increase satisfaction with the interior experience and space utilization.

Full-flat seats that are comfortable to use or lie down comfortably and convenient equipment that can be used easily and conveniently inside the vehicle make travel easier.

CAMPER11

05. Awning System (Option)

06. Slide Folding Table (Option) 

07. Air Mattress _ This is an air injec-

tion type mattress.
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01. Fully Automatic POP-UP ROOF SYSTEM _ This is a fully automatic POP-UP ROOF 

SYSTEM that can be operated with a dedicated controller, providing additional space.

03. Full Flat Seat _ This is a folding seat applied from the 2nd to 4th rows, and helps to 

secure the necessary indoor space when camping or sleeping.

02. POP-UP Roof Sleeping Space (2 adults can sleep / Max 200kg)

It is wrapped in fabric to improve condensation on the ceiling.

04. POP-UP Controller (available when some function options are added)

Fine adjustment of functions is possible with the controller at the top of the first row.
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STARIA CAMPER is based on the existing Staria Lounge made with the theme of 'Inside Out' and was reborn as a camper that satisfies daily life and healing at the same time.

We present a new paradigm for campervans with a clean and luxurious design in line with the elegant curves and open design.

The interior of STARIA CAMPER provides a premium camping sensibility with excellent openness and convenience by using the space in detail.

It boasts lightness with furniture made of composite material, and the piece or outlet is hidden to enhance the degree of completeness.

CAMPER4 (EXTERIOR) CAMPER4 (INTERIOR)

04. External Power (Top) and Fresh 

Water Supplier (Bottom) _ The fresh water 

key is stored in the shower box.

10. Sink Faucet Set & 36L Built-In 

Refrigerator

12. 3rd Row Side Shelf _ The side shelf can 

also be used as a simple table.

15. Slide Rear Table _ It is fast and easy 

to install the outdoor table without tools.

08. Mosquito Net (1st, 2nd Row, Rear)

(Option)

It is detachable, so convenience is increased.

05. Solar Panel (Option)

06. Awning System (Option)

The awning open unit is located on the back 

of the furniture.

07. Non-Ignition Heater (Option)

11. Folding Indoor Table _ Improved 

utilization of the indoor space.

13. BOSS speaker and rear curtain 

(Option)

14. Shower _ It is detachable, so you can 

take a simple outdoor shower.

09. Sewage Tank & Sewage Drain Valve

16. 12.1-Inch Foldable Integrated Control Monitor (Controllable with Dedicated 

Application) _ Folding rotation method is applied.

17. Overhead Roof Controller _ You can conveniently operate POP-UP roof, lighting, 

heater, refrigerator/water pump/inverter functions from the first row.
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01. Fully Automatic POP-UP ROOF SYSTEM _ The POP-UP roof sleeping space that 

is covered with fabric to improve condensation on the ceiling. (Max 200kg)

02/03. Roof Bed and Roof Door (Driving Mode / Camping Mode) _ You can work 

while standing by raising the hydraulic ceiling, and you can enjoy a panoramic view indoors.
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You can relax in a comfortable and free posture while driving with the free seat change of the electric full flat seat.

When camping, the direction of the 3rd row seats can be changed to the rear so that you can see the outside from the inside. (For safety reasons, you cannot sit on the 3rd row bench while driving.)

The sleeping space, which is configured so that a total of 4 adults can sleep on the 1st and 2nd floors, with 2 people each, is maximized in consideration of the user's convenience.

Pull the second row seat forward and press the electric recline button to recline the backrest to convert it into a comfortable sleeping space.

The POP-UP roof sleeping space is another sleeping space that can withstand a maximum load of 200 kg and is covered with fabric to improve the problem of condensation on the ceiling.

SEAT VARIATION

BED ROOM

Driving Mode (1) Driving Mode (2)

Driving Mode Eating and Reading Mode

POP-UP Roof 2nd Floor Sleeping Area Bunk European Bed Frame

Watching (TV) Mode

Roof Door

Back View Mode

2nd Row Seat Sleeping Area (Full Flat Mode)

1st Floor Sleeping Area
(2nd Row Full Flat Mode)

Watching (TV) Mode

2nd Floor Sleeping Area
(POP-UP Roof Tent)

Back View Mode

LIGHTING

01. POP-UP Light (on the 2nd Floor) 

A separate lamp is attached for the 

POP-UP ROOF sleeping space.
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07. Awning Light (Option )

A lamp is installed inside the awning 

to enhance nighttime convenience.

03. LED Interior Light (Shelf) _ It can 

be adjusted with ambient lighting.

04. Mood Light (2ea)

05. Touch Type Rear Light _ It can be 

adjusted with ambient lighting.

06. Tailgate Lamp (Option)

* It can be controlled by a controller and a monitor, and the rear lights are operated as interior lights in the controller.

* The tailgate lights work together with the rear lights.

02. High-Quality LED Indoor Light

It helps utilize the indoor space at 

night. (Upper Part 2ea / Rear Part 2ea)



Items ItemsSTARIA CAMPER STARIA CAMPER

Wheel Base (mm) Displacement (cc)3,275 2,199

Width (mm) Transmissiom1,995 A/T

1st Floor Sleeping Space Size (mm) Max Torque (kgf·m/rpm)2,140 X 1,100 44.0 / 1,500~2,500

Length (mm) Classification of Vehicles5,255 Mid-Size Wagon

Seats Max Power (PS/rpm)4 177 / 3,800

Height (mm) Engine Type2,095 Diesel VGT 2.2

2nd Floor Sleeping Space Size (mm) Fuel Tank (ℓ)1,840 X 1,100 (Based on Mattress) 75

SPECIFICATION

1,995 mm 3,275 mm

2,095 mm Based on Mattress : 1,840 X 1,100 (mm)5,255 mm

CEO : Park Dong Chan

1, Maegoksaneop 6-gil, Buk-gu,

Ulsan, Republic of Korea

www.atrex.co.kr

CONTACT

(T) 1833-8336

(F)  052-276-5084

(M) autorex@atrex.co.kr

Depending on the time of publication, images may differ from the actual product. For instance, the 

color of a picture in the print may vary slightly from the actual color due to the printing process.
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